University of Hawai‘i West O‘ahu
Outstanding Teaching Laulima Innovation Award
Application Form

Name of Applicant: ________________________________________
Unit/Dept.: _______________________________________________
Title of Course(s): _________________________________________
E-mail: ________________________________________

The Distance Education Award Committee evaluates the following using the national Teaching with Sakai innovation Award Evaluation Rubric (attached).

Written questions:

1. Highlight any instructional design, i.e. learning materials, learning theories or other principles used throughout the online or hybrid course.

2. Explain how the technology in the nominated course fulfilled the proposed learning outcomes and assessment.

Interview questions to be addressed in person with Distance Education Award Committee:

1. How did technology in the nominated course effectively use communication and collaboration?

2. How is the online or hybrid course significant in terms of originality, course look and feel and web usability?

3. How does the online or hybrid course provide learner support?
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